
Part 1: Background

1. Introduction

Ribena is a popular British blackcurrant drink, which was invented at the University of Bristol in
1933.

It's a really dark purple colour, because it contains lots of chemicals called anthocyanins. They
come in several different forms, but all have this general structure:

We're going to do an experiment to work out how many of these molecules are in a glass of
Ribena. How many do you think there are? Ten? Three hundred? A thousand? A million? A billion?

3. Absorbance of light by solutions

The amount of light absorbed by a solution is called absorbance. To measure absorbance, light
from a source is shined onto a sample. The intensity of light directed on the sample (I0) and the
amount of this light that passes through the solution (I) are measured (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Green light shines through a red solution and the amount of light transmitted is
detected. In this diagram, I0 is represented by a solid line and I by a dashed line.

The absorbance, A, is defined as:

A = - log(I/I0)

Equation 1

An absorption spectrometer is an instrument that measures the absorbance of samples.
Absorption spectrometers shine light of a very specific wavelength through a solution and
detect the transmitted light. From these measurements, the absorbance of a solution at a
particular wavelength may be found. Absorption spectrometers can shine light of several
different wavelengths through a solution, allowing for measurement of absorbance at several
wavelengths.

In the experiment we're going to do, the instrumentation and procedures involved in absorption
spectroscopy will be mimicked using a computer screen as a light source and a cell phone
camera as a detector.

4. The Beer-Lambert Law

We've just seen that the absorbance of light by a solution is related to how much light passes
through it, and how much gets absorbed by the molecules in it. This depends upon two things:
how many molecules the light has to pass through, and how good they are at absorbing light.
This relationship is known as the Beer-Lambert law, and has the form:

A = εcl

where A is the absorption, c is the concentration of the sample and l is the thickness of the
sample (known as the path length). ε is called the extinction coefficient; it is a property of the
molecule doing the absorbing, so it it is different for different chemicals.

There's really good YouTube video explaining this, at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=qbCZbP6_j48. Go and watch it now! Then go to this page: https://edu.rsc.org/
download?ac=501329 and have a play with the simulation just there. Try and make a solution
as near to the colour of Ribena as you can, and vary the wavelength of the light (don't forget to
turn the light source on!). See which colours are absorbed and which are not. What is effect of
changing the solution concentration or thickness?
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5. RGB colours

In this experiment you will be using a computer screen as a light source and a smartphone as a
detector, and you will need to know a little about how they work.

Phone, computer and TV screens only actually generate three different colours - red, green and
blue. All the other colours are formed by combining these three in different proportions, and
Figure 3 shows how this works.

Figure 3: Red, green and blue lights overlap to form other colours. White light is formed when
all three overlap.

How much red (R), green (G) and blue (B) light a computer is emitting is denoted by a number
known as the RGB value. Each of the three components is measured on a scale from 0 (no
output) to 255 (maximum output). Under this scheme, pure red light would be represented as
(255, 0 , 0) - only the red has any value. Conversely, (0, 255, 255) would be cyan (light blue),
because that's an equal mixture of green and blue (look at Figure 3). There's a big table on
Wikipedia with lots of examples.

Confusingly, there's another way of representing the same information - hexadecimal, which
looks like #03A576. Ignore the hash sign (#). The first pair of digits (here, '03') is the amount
of red, the second pair is green ('A5') and the third pair ('76') is blue. If you convert the
hexadecimal values to decimals, you get the RGB values: (3, 165, 118). There are websites
that will do this for you.

(Figure 3: By en:User:Bb3cxv - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:RGB_illumination.jpg, CC BY-
SA 3.0, Link)
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Part 2: Building the kit

1. Principles

Figure 1: The basis of spectroscopy

We're going to construct an experimental setup that mimics figure 1 so we can do some
spectroscopy. In our setup, the light bulb is going to be replaced by a computer monitor, and
the eye by a smartphone. The sample between them will be a glass of Ribena:

2. Materials required

You're going to need:

• A bottle of ribena concentrate. Other varieties of blackcurrant squash will work, but they
do have to be blackcurrant.

• Some water
• A glass - preferably a tall one with parallel sides
• A measuring jug
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• A 1/2 teaspoon cooking measure. If you can't find one this small you could use a small
teaspoon

• Something to stir with - a straw, or a knife
• A small cardboard box. It should be shorter than the height of your glass.
• A smartphone
• A computer monitor - tablets are best, but PCs and laptops will do

3. Cuvettes

A cuvette is just another name for a sample holder that will allow the light beam in and out. In
chemistry labs they're normally made of polystyrene, and are 1 cm square:
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In our case, we're going to use a glass. It makes it easier if you can find a fairly tall one with
parallel sides, but don't worry too much if you can't.
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4. Sample holder

The sample holder in our experiment is a cardboard box, with three holes cut in it.

The first hole is in the side that goes against the monitor - it's just a rectangular slot

The second hole is a small square opposite the slot you've just made. This is the hole your
phone camera will look through, so it's good if you make it at such a height that the lens can
see through when the phone is resting against the box.
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And finally, we need a hole in the top. This should be right size and shape to snugly fit your
chosen sample vessel - I drew around a glass and then cut it out.

5. Light source

The light source in our experiment will be a computer monitor. You need to come up with some
kind of arrangement that allows you to place your cardboard box against the monitor.

This is what mine looks like. I've stood a tablet computer up against a cable reel, and pushed
the cardboard box up to the front.
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Here's an alternative way you might do it: the box is balanced on a pile of books so that it can
be pushed up against a PC monitor.
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6. Detector

We're going to use a smartphone as a detector, and you'll need to install an app to do this. The
one I used on an iPhone is called 'ColorMeter', and is available from the Apple store.

Other apps will also work. This one looks like it would work for Android
phones: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.colorimeter&hl=en_GB. You need
one that can use the phone camera to measure the RGB values of incoming light, like this:
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7. Set up

To assemble the kit you need to put the slot in the cardboard box against the computer monitor,
and a glass in the central hole. Then, point the lens of your camera through the smaller hole in
the box so that it is looking through the glass and out the back of the box at the screen.

The experiment works best if the equipment is in an identical arrangement every time you take
a measurement. In order to achieve this I gently taped my phone to the box so the lens was
pointing through the hole on the front.
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I also put a bit of black tape over the side of the hole so that it was exactly the right size for
the lens. This stops any extra light leaking in and affecting things.
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Part 3: Do the experiment!

1. Solutions

To start off, place a known amount of water into your glass. I used a kitchen measuring jug to
measure 200 ml of water:

2. Measurements

Point your computer monitor to http://color.aurlien.net/. This website will display solid colours -
it tells you the hexadecimal values in the bottom right corner. You can change colour by typing
into the box at the bottom right - type in #666666.

Put the glass of water into the hole in the top of the box and put it against the monitor with the
slot next to the screen. Open the app on the phone and point it through the hole on the front of
the box - you should get an image that looks like this:

Do the experiment!
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The app should tell you what RGB colour values it is detecting. In the example below, it's 207,
201 and 188, which seems about right - there's lots of red, green and blue, to give the whiteish
colour observed.
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What we are looking for are values for the R, G and B of about 220. If they are much higher
than that then the detector is receiving too much light to work properly (a bit like if you were
to look at the sun). If they are much lower, then not enough light is getting through the water.
Adjust the values by changing the colour displayed on the screen - try #999999 to make them
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higher, or #444444 to make them lower. Experiment and see what gives the best results for
you, but keep the R, G and B values all the same as each other. Make sure you note down what
value you settle on, and don't change it for the duration of your experiment.

3. Data acquisition

Now we're ready to do the experiment. Make sure you've noted the RGB values for the plain
glass of water.

Measure out 0.5 teaspoons of Ribena, and add it to the water. Give it a stir to make sure it's
thoroughly dispersed through the solution, and then record the RGB values from your phone.

Keep adding more 0.5 tsp portions of Ribena to the glass, stirring each time, and recording the
RGB values. Do this about 8 times.

Then, repeat your experiment twice more. Start off with a fresh glass of water each time - make
sure it's the same volume as first time - and measure the values. Put the portions of Ribena in
as before, always remembering to mix well.

This is what my experiment looked like when I'd finished.

Do the experiment!



Part 4: Do the calculations

1. Using Excel to calculate Absorption

Next we need to analyse our data. Remember that

A = - log(I/I0)

In our case, I0 is the individual R, G or B value for the blank sample, and I is the individual R,
G or B value for a sample. So, we can now calculate A for each of the three colours using a
spreadsheet. There's a video on how to do this at https://youtu.be/KLoeVet0d10.

and then we can plot a graph:

There's a video on how to do this at https://youtu.be/9wset6oZohM.
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Look at your graph. Which of the three colours does the Ribena absorb most strongly? Does
this correspond to your prediction from the colour wheel?

2. Using the Beer-Lambert law

Remember that the Beer-Lambert law is

A = εcl

where

• A is the absorption (you've just calculated this)
• ε is the extinction coefficient, a property of the molecules that are absorbing the light.

For the anthocyanines that are in Ribena, it has the value 6900 mol-1 dm3 cm-1.
• c is the concentration of those molecules
• l is the path length of the solution. To find this you need to measure the diameter of your

glass, in cm.

We're trying to find out how many molecules of anthocyanine are in a  glass of Ribena. If we find 
their concentration and we know the volume of the solution we can then work this out.

Rearranging the Beer-Lambert law for c gives:

c = A / εl

Since we know all the quantities on the RHS of the equation, we can calculate the 
concentration c. Use your spreadsheet to do this, choosing whichever strength of Ribena you 
like. From this you can then work out how many molecules are in your glass - have a go at this 
and then watch the video to check how you've done it: https://youtu.be/wm1V6dD2Q50

Do the calculations
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